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Honeycomb Blinds
Information Blinds

Honeycomb blinds are made from a high quality non-woven polyester 
that allows the light to gently filter in without sacrificing your privacy 
or completely block out the light. The Honeycomb blinds cell 
formation means these blinds have a high level of insulation properties 
to keep out the strong summer sun and UV rays as well as retaining 
the warmth of your home in winter. The cell formation of the 
Honeycomb reduces the noise pollution in your home from the outside 
world. 

The white reflective backing on the blind reflects external  solar heat, 
aiding the insulation process. The Honeycomb blind will help to 
reduce your homes energy bills. The Honeycomb blinds are 100% 
polyester fabric that is anti-static and this means it repels dust and dirt 
from settling on your blind.

There are many styles available for you to select from there is our 
standard Blockout or Light Filtering Honeycomb, Top Down Bottom Up style, or our Day/Night system. The 
Standard style of Honeycomb has the option of being made in either Blockout or Light Filtering fabric, unlike 
the Day/Night system.

The Top Down Bottom Up style means you can have your blind draw up from the base of the blind, or you can 
drop it down from the top to keep your windows covered but still allow the natural light to come through your 
window. The Day/Night system allows our 2 styles, Blockout and Light Filtering, in the 1 blind. The Light fil-
tering part of the blind is always on the top half of the blind, while the Blockout is at the bottom, this means of 
the evening you can have your Blockout Honeycomb blind, and during the day you have your Light Filtering

Honeycomb. With this style of Honeycomb you also have the ability to 
lift the blind up completely to have full use of your window. 
There are a few different control styles available: Cord, Cordless and 
Chain control. Not all control styles are available on each Honeycomb 
system.

Child safety is our most important value. We ensure that every blind with 
chains or cords, has a cord/chain tensioning device to ensure that your 
blinds are child safe.

You have a wide selection of colours available to select from, we are sure 
you will find the colour right for you and your home. 

Turnaround: 8 week turnaround time. 
Please remember that turnaround times act as a guide only, they are subject to change. 
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